
Pacific Northwest Software Symposium
Redmond Marriott Town Center

November 8 - 10, 2019

Fri, Nov. 08, 2019

SALON 1 SALON 2 SALON 3 SALON 4 STUDIO 1/2

12:00 - 1:00 PM REGISTRATION

1:00 - 1:15 PM WELCOME

1:15 - 2:45 PM Responsible Microservices
Nathaniel Schutta

This Java Goes To 11
Kenneth Kousen

Art of Streaming
Daniel Hinojosa

(Archived - rebooted) Git:
Concepts &amp; Strategies

Lyndsey Padget

Kubernetes Koncepts
Jonathan Johnson

2:45 - 3:15 PM BREAK

3:15 - 4:45 PM Evolving to Cloud Native
Nathaniel Schutta

Effective JUnit
Jupiter, with AssertJ

Kenneth Kousen

Kafka Streams and KSQLDB
Daniel Hinojosa

(Archived) Micro Frontends FTW
Lyndsey Padget

Kubernetes Koncepts (continued)
Jonathan Johnson

4:45 - 5:00 PM BREAK

5:00 - 6:30 PM An Architect&apos;s Guide
to Site Reliability Engineering

Nathaniel Schutta

Programming in Kotlin
Kenneth Kousen

Kafka Connect
Daniel Hinojosa

Finding Signal in the
Noise: The art of Execution

Michael Carducci

Kubernetes Operator Pattern
Jonathan Johnson

6:30 - 7:15 PM DINNER

7:15 - 8:00 PM Keynote: by Lyndsey Padget



Pacific Northwest Software Symposium
Redmond Marriott Town Center

November 8 - 10, 2019

Sat, Nov. 09, 2019

SALON 1 SALON 2 SALON 3 SALON 4 STUDIO 1/2

8:00 - 9:00 AM BREAKFAST

9:00 - 10:30 AM Sifting Technologies - Separating
the Wheat From the Chaff

Nathaniel Schutta

Gradle In Depth
Kenneth Kousen

What&apos;s new in
JavaScript (ES 2020) Part I

Raju Gandhi

The Influential
Engineer - Overcoming
resistance to change

Michael Carducci

Konsumer Driven Kontracts
Jonathan Johnson

10:30 - 11:00 AM BREAK

11:00 - 12:30 PM Thinking Architecturally
Nathaniel Schutta

Mental Bookmarks and the
Fractal Nature of Success

Kenneth Kousen

What&apos;s new in
JavaScript (ES 2020) - Part II

Raju Gandhi

Influential Engineer Part
2 - Persuasion Patterns

Michael Carducci

Meshing Around
with Service Traffic
Jonathan Johnson

12:30 - 1:30 PM LUNCH

1:30 - 3:00 PM Essential Spring Boot
Craig Walls

A Vue perspective - Web Apps
with Vue.js &#8212;&#160;Part I

Raju Gandhi

Machine Learning: Overview
Brian Sletten

Leadership: How to
be a Force Multiplier

Michael Carducci

TypeLevel Cats: Why
You Need to Know it!

Daniel Hinojosa

3:00 - 3:15 PM BREAK

3:15 - 4:45 PM Extreme Spring Boot
Craig Walls

A Vue perspective - Web Apps
with Vue.js &#8212;&#160;Part II

Raju Gandhi

Machine Learning: Natural
Language Processing

Brian Sletten

From Monolith to
20,000 Deployments

Chris Maki

GRAAL The Magnificent!
Daniel Hinojosa

4:45 - 5:30 PM



Pacific Northwest Software Symposium
Redmond Marriott Town Center

November 8 - 10, 2019

Sun, Nov. 10, 2019

SALON 1 SALON 2 SALON 3 SALON 4 STUDIO 1/2

8:00 - 9:00 AM BREAKFAST

9:00 - 10:30 AM Spring Boot: Application
management with Actuator

Craig Walls

Get Go-ing
Raju Gandhi

Machine Learning:
Deep Learning
Brian Sletten

Cloud Native Applications
Chris Maki

Grokking Generics
Daniel Hinojosa

10:30 - 11:00 AM MORNING BREAK

11:00 - 12:30 PM Spring Data: Data at REST
Craig Walls

Infrastructure-As-
A-Code with Ansible

Raju Gandhi

Machine Learning: TensorFlow
Brian Sletten

Serverless
Chris Maki

Offline First - The
Progressive Web
Michael Carducci

12:30 - 1:15 PM LUNCH

1:15 - 2:15 PM EXPERT PANEL DISCUSSION

2:15 - 3:45 PM Securing Spring:
REST and OAuth2

Craig Walls

Ansible (best) practices
Raju Gandhi

WebAssembly
Brian Sletten

Consumer Driven Contracts
Chris Maki

5 Essential SQL Skills Every
Developer should know

Michael Carducci

3:45 - 4:00 PM BREAK

4:00 - 5:30 PM The Talking App: An introduction
to developing Alexa skills

Craig Walls

On being an effective developer
Raju Gandhi

The Decentralized Web
Brian Sletten

Docker to the Rescue
Chris Maki

VDD: Value Driven Development
- 10 Golden Rules for
incremental Greatness

Michael Carducci
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Friday, Nov. 8
12:00 - 1:00 PM : REGISTRATION

1:00 - 1:15 PM : WELCOME

1:15 - 2:45 PM - Sessions

Session #1 @ SALON 1 : Responsible Microservices by Nathaniel Schutta
These days, you can&#8217;t swing a dry erase marker without hitting someone talking about microservices. Developers are studying
Eric Evan&#8217;s prescient book Domain Driven Design. Teams are refactoring monolithic apps, looking for bounded contexts and
defining a ubiquitous language. And while there have been countless articles, videos, and talks to help you convert to microservices,
few have spent any appreciable time asking if a given application should be a microservice. In this talk, I will show you a set of factors
you can apply to help you decide if something deserves to be a microservice or not. We&#8217;ll also look at what we need to do to
maintain a healthy micro(services)biome.

Session #2 @ SALON 2 : This Java Goes To 11 by Kenneth Kousen
Many new features have been added between the last Long Term Support release in Java 8 and the current one in Java 11. This talk
will summarize many of those capabilities, from the Jigsaw implementation of JPMS to unmodifiable collections to local variable type
inference and more. In addition to the basic code changes, the new six-month release schedule and associated licensing issues will be
reviewed.

Session #3 @ SALON 3 : Art of Streaming by Daniel Hinojosa
An *overview* of various popular streaming technologies on the JVM: Kafka Streams, Apache Storm, Spark Streaming, Apache
Beam. Discuss &quot;the bill of rights&quot; of what to expect of all streaming libraries and frameworks, security, failover, exactly once
processing.

Session #4 @ SALON 4 : (Archived - rebooted) Git: Concepts &amp; Strategies by Lyndsey Padget
Git. It can be intimidating if you&apos;re accustomed to other kinds of source control management. Even if you&apos;re already using it
and comfortable with the basics, situations can arise where you wish you understood it better. Developers often just want to write code
and tell everyone else to take a hike, but the reality is that most of us work on teams where the feature-based code we write must be
integrated, tested, and ultimately released.

Session #5 @ STUDIO 1/2 : Kubernetes Koncepts by Jonathan Johnson
You have some modular code with a REST API. You are on your way to Microservices. Next, you package it in a container image that
others can run. Simple. Now what? Your service needs to log information, needs to scale and load balance between its clones. Your
service needs environment and metadata way outside its context. What about where the service will run? Who starts it? What monitors
its health? What about antifragility? Updates? Networking? Oh my. Don&apos;t get flustered. We will explore how Kubernetes simplifies
the complexity of distributed computing.

2:45 - 3:15 PM : BREAK

3:15 - 4:45 PM - Sessions

Session #6 @ SALON 1 : Evolving to Cloud Native by Nathaniel Schutta
Every organization has at least a phalanx or two in the &#8220;Cloud&#8221; and it is, understandably changing the way we architect
our systems. But your application portfolio is full of &quot;heritage&quot; systems that hail from the time before everything was as
a service. Not all of those applications will make it to the valley beyond, how do you grapple with your legacy portfolio? This talk will
explore the strategies, tools and techniques you can apply as you evolve towards a cloud native future.

Session #7 @ SALON 2 : Effective JUnit Jupiter, with AssertJ by Kenneth Kousen
The fundamental testing libraries in Java have undergone complete redesigns in the past few years. JUnit 5, known as JUnit Jupiter,
redesigns the most well-known tool in all of testing. This talk will demonstrate the new features, how they are intended to be used, and
discuss experimental ideas in the pipeline.

Session #8 @ SALON 3 : Kafka Streams and KSQLDB by Daniel Hinojosa
Kafka is more than just a messaging queue with storage. It goes beyond that and with technology from Confluent open source it has
become a full-fledged data ETL and data streaming ecosystem.

Session #9 @ SALON 4 : (Archived) Micro Frontends FTW by Lyndsey Padget
Microservices have helped us break apart back end services, but large front ends often remain problematic monoliths.

Session #10 @ STUDIO 1/2 : Kubernetes Koncepts (continued) by Jonathan Johnson
Prerequisite: If you are unfamiliar with Kubernetes be sure to attend: Kubernetes Koncepts (1 of 2) Aha moments with apps in
containers can be quite liberating. The mobile space is saturated with &quot;there&apos;s an app for that&quot;. For us, we now expect
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&quot;there&apos;s a container for that&quot;. &quot;Write once, run anywhere&quot; (WORA) has changed to &quot;Package once,
run anywhere&quot; (PORA). The growing community of containers is riding up the hype curve. We will look at many ways to assemble
pods using architecture patterns you already know.

4:45 - 5:00 PM : BREAK

5:00 - 6:30 PM - Sessions

Session #11 @ SALON 1 : An Architect&apos;s Guide to Site Reliability Engineering by Nathaniel
Schutta
Development teams often focus on getting code to production losing site of what comes after the design and build phase. But we must
consider the full life cycle of our systems from inception to deployment through to sunset, a discipline many companies refer to as site
reliability engineering.

Session #12 @ SALON 2 : Programming in Kotlin by Kenneth Kousen
Learn the basic syntax and semantics for the Kotlin programming language. Kotlin is an alternative JVM language that provides null
safety, static typing, and powerful IDE support. This talk will emphasize the relationships between Kotlin and Java, highlighting the
differences in types, functional programming, collections, and more.

Session #13 @ SALON 3 : Kafka Connect by Daniel Hinojosa
This presentation we will discuss Kafka Connect. Kafka Connect is an open source project from Confluent to either take information
from a data store as a Source and possibly dump information into another datastore, a Sink.

Session #14 @ SALON 4 : Finding Signal in the Noise: The art of Execution by Michael Carducci
In tech teams it&apos;s a constant firefight. We react. Then we react to the reaction... the cycle continues. In all this noise, in all this
chaos, how do we move forward. How do we remain proactive?

Session #15 @ STUDIO 1/2 : Kubernetes Operator Pattern by Jonathan Johnson
Kubernetes is a strong platform for running and coordinating large collections of services, containers, and applications, but even with
all of its standard resources, Kubernetes can&apos;t do everything. Fortunately, Kubernetes is highly configurable and extensible. The
Operator pattern has emerged as an important extension technique.

6:30 - 7:15 PM : DINNER

7:15 - 8:00 PM : Keynote: Badassary 101 - Lyndsey Padget

Saturday, Nov. 9
8:00 - 9:00 AM : BREAKFAST

9:00 - 10:30 AM - Sessions

Session #16 @ SALON 1 : Sifting Technologies - Separating the Wheat From the Chaff by Nathaniel
Schutta
If you&#8217;ve spent any amount of time in the software field, you&#8217;ve undoubtably found yourself in a (potentially heated)
discussion about the merits of one technology, language or framework versus another. And while you may have enjoyed the technical
debate, as software professionals, we owe it to our customers (as well as our future selves) to make good decisions when it comes to
picking one technology over another.

Session #17 @ SALON 2 : Gradle In Depth by Kenneth Kousen
Gradle is the build tool of choice in the open source world, and rapidly becoming the standard in industry as well. Anyone who works
with Gradle on a Java project knows the basics of the Java plugin and how to write simple tasks in Groovy. Gradle can do much
more, however. This talk will demonstrate how to write your own custom task classes and how to create Gradle plugins from them.
Other Gradle features will be demonstrated as well, including file manipulation, incremental builds, generating the Grade wrapper, and
resolving conflicts in dependencies.

Session #18 @ SALON 3 : What&apos;s new in JavaScript (ES 2020) Part I by Raju Gandhi
JavaScript will celebrate it&apos;s 24th birthday in 2020. For a language that has been around for such a while it has seen very few, if
any changes to the language itself. Well all that is about to change with ECMAScript.next (or ECMAScript 6). ECMAScript 6 modernizes
JavaScript syntax, while bringing in features such as modules for better namespacing, class as a first class construct, and a variety of
additional operators thus ensuring that JavaScript is ready for the next era of large scale modern web applications. ES 7, 8, 9 and now
10 all use the features introduced by ES6 to further the language.
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Session #19 @ SALON 4 : The Influential Engineer - Overcoming resistance to change by Michael
Carducci
By the end of this conference you will have learned many new tools and technologies. The easy part is done, now for the hard part:
getting the rest of the team-and management-on board with the new ideas. Easier said than done. Whether you want to effect culture
change in your organization, lead the transition toward a new technology, or are simply asking for better tools; you must first understand
that having a &quot;good idea&quot; is just the beginning. How can you dramatically increase your odds of success? You will learn 12
concrete strategies to build consensus within your team as well as 6 technique to dramatically increase the odds that the other person
will say &quot;Yes&quot; to your requests.

Session #20 @ STUDIO 1/2 : Konsumer Driven Kontracts by Jonathan Johnson
Prerequisite: If you are unfamiliar with Kubernetes be sure to attend: Kubernetes Koncepts At the 2009 Agile conference,
J.B.Rainsberger declared &quot;Integration tests are a scam&quot;. I agree. Come see some compelling reasons why consumer-driven
contract testing is a much better approach. Particularly for microservices. We will explore different testing techniques on Kubernetes,
including an important one called &quot;Consumer-Driven Contracts&quot;.

10:30 - 11:00 AM : BREAK

11:00 - 12:30 PM - Sessions

Session #21 @ SALON 1 : Thinking Architecturally by Nathaniel Schutta
Rich Hickey once said programmers know the benefits of everything and the trade offs of nothing...an approach that can lead a project
down a path of frustrated developers and unhappy customers. As architects though, we must consider the trade offs of every new
library, language, pattern or approach and quickly make decisions often with incomplete information. How should we think about the
inevitable technology choices we have to make on a project? How do we balance competing agendas? How do we keep our team
happy and excited without chasing every new thing that someone finds on the inner webs?

Session #22 @ SALON 2 : Mental Bookmarks and the Fractal Nature of Success by Kenneth Kousen
Good discussions are supposed to diverge from their intended path. Free association is a feature, not a bug, and helps you see new
connections between ideas. Without structure, however, it can be difficult to add context to new ideas and understand how they relate
to more immediate problems. This talk discusses the technique of mental bookmarks -- how to remember where you were when a
discussion diverged. In addition to giving you a reputation for having an amazing memory, the skill also helps with personal awareness
in general.

Session #23 @ SALON 3 : What&apos;s new in JavaScript (ES 2020) - Part II by Raju Gandhi
JavaScript will celebrate it&apos;s 24th birthday in 2020. For a language that has been around for such a while it has seen very few, if
any changes to the language itself. Well all that is about to change with ECMAScript.next (or ECMAScript 6). ECMAScript 6 modernizes
JavaScript syntax, while bringing in features such as modules for better namespacing, class as a first class construct, and a variety of
additional operators thus ensuring that JavaScript is ready for the next era of large scale modern web applications. ES 7, 8, 9 and now
10 all use the features introduced by ES6 to further the language.

Session #24 @ SALON 4 : Influential Engineer Part 2 - Persuasion Patterns by Michael Carducci
In Part 1, you learned the core principles of influence and persuasion. How to we take this back to the office and apply what
we&apos;ve learned?

Session #25 @ STUDIO 1/2 : Meshing Around with Service Traffic by Jonathan Johnson
Kubernetes out of the box is a strong platform for running and coordinating large collections of services, containers, and applications.
As is, Kubernetes is powerful for many solutions. Remember Underdog? He was a mild-mannered dog, but when stress and conflict
were introduced to the plot he took a magic pill, he became a superhero. Istio is a superhero for Kubernetes. Istio is an open, platform-
independent service mesh that manages communications between services in a transparent way. With a distributed architecture many
things can fail, slow down and become less secure. Istio provides solutions to those stresses in our plot toward this architecture style:
&#8226; Traffic management &#8226; Observability &#8226; Policy enforcement &#8226; Service identity and security

12:30 - 1:30 PM : LUNCH

1:30 - 3:00 PM - Sessions

Session #26 @ SALON 1 : Essential Spring Boot by Craig Walls
In this example-driven presentation, you&apos;ll learn how to leverage Spring Boot to accelerate application development, enabling you
to focus coding on logic that drives application requirements with little concern for code that satisfies Spring&apos;s needs.

Session #27 @ SALON 2 : A Vue perspective - Web Apps with Vue.js &#8212;&#160;Part I by Raju
Gandhi
In this session we will build a full application using Vue.js. We will start by discussing how you can start working with Vue, all the way to
seeing what it takes to build an app with Vue, including state management and routing. **Note**: We&apos;ll be covering Vue version 3
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Session #28 @ SALON 3 : Machine Learning: Overview by Brian Sletten
Machine Learning is a huge, deep field. Come get a head start on how you can learn about how machines learn.

Session #29 @ SALON 4 : Leadership: How to be a Force Multiplier by Michael Carducci
Great leaders inspire, excite, and empower those in their teams. These leaders help create a team that is more than the sum of
it&apos;s parts; in short, a great leader can be a force multiplier for the team.

Session #30 @ STUDIO 1/2 : TypeLevel Cats: Why You Need to Know it! by Daniel Hinojosa
Imagine `toString`, `equals`, and `hashCode` in a single class. Can you change implementations on the spot? Probably not, there may
be too many dependencies on your implementation. Time to break out an adapter pattern, a utility class, or better yet, a type class! A
type class is a kind of template in very static functional programming languages. Imagine a template that can read, write information as
a side effect as well? Type classes are powerful.

3:00 - 3:15 PM : BREAK

3:15 - 4:45 PM - Sessions

Session #31 @ SALON 1 : Extreme Spring Boot by Craig Walls
In this session, you&apos;ll learn how to take your Spring Boot skills to the next level, applying the latest features of Spring Boot. Topics
may include Spring Boot DevTools, configuration properties and profiles, customizing the Actuator, and crafting your own starters and
auto-configuration.

Session #32 @ SALON 2 : A Vue perspective - Web Apps with Vue.js &#8212;&#160;Part II by Raju
Gandhi
In this session we will build a full application using Vue.js. We will start by discussing how you can start working with Vue, all the way to
seeing what it takes to build an app with Vue, including state management and routing. **Note**: We&apos;ll be covering Vue version 3

Session #33 @ SALON 3 : Machine Learning: Natural Language Processing by Brian Sletten
Documents contain a lot of information. We&apos;ll introduce you to a variety of techniques to extract them.

Session #34 @ SALON 4 : From Monolith to 20,000 Deployments by Chris Maki
A down in the trenches look at building, running and day-to-day development with a Continuous Delivery pipeline. This talk is based
on my experiences building multiple CD pipelines and optimizing developer workflows to push changes to production all day. I&apos;ll
walk you through how we transformed a two-day deployment process into a 20-minute CD pipeline and then go on to perform more than
20,000 deployments.

Session #35 @ STUDIO 1/2 : GRAAL The Magnificent! by Daniel Hinojosa
Graal is a VM and an awesome VM at that. Able to run a variety of languages and fast. The execution times can be impressive too. This
VM can run anything, JavaScript, Python 3, Ruby, R, JVM-based languages like Java, Scala, Kotlin, and LLVM-based languages such
as C and C++.

4:45 - 5:30 PM - Sessions

Sunday, Nov. 10
8:00 - 9:00 AM : BREAKFAST

9:00 - 10:30 AM - Sessions

Session #36 @ SALON 1 : Spring Boot: Application management with Actuator by Craig Walls
In this session, we&apos;ll explore the Spring Boot Actuator, a runtime component of Spring Boot that lets you peer inside a running
application and, in some cases, even tweak configuration on the fly. We&apos;ll look at many of the Actuator&apos;s endpoints, learn
how to customize and even create new endpoints, and see how to expose Actuator metrics to several popular instrumentation and
monitoring systems.

Session #37 @ SALON 2 : Get Go-ing by Raju Gandhi
If you are interested in a different approach to writing your next micro-service, or are knee deep in the DevOps world with Kubernetes
and Docker (both written using Go) you need to know go. Come join me in a rather quick introduction to the language and it&apos;s
merits and short-comings.
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Session #38 @ SALON 3 : Machine Learning: Deep Learning by Brian Sletten
Deep Learning is an evolution of the capabilities of more conventional machine learning to take advantage of the extra data available
from Big Data systems. With more data, many of the manual aspects of feature selection and other machine learning steps can be
derived automatically. We will highlight many of the main deep learning frameworks and give you a hands on introduction to what is
possible and how you can start to use them.

Session #39 @ SALON 4 : Cloud Native Applications by Chris Maki
How do you build a Cloud Native Applications? So many cloud deployments are a lift and shift architecture, what would it look like if
you started from scratch, only used cloud native technologies? During this session we will compare and contrast two applications, one
built using a traditional Java application architecture, the other using a cloud native approach. How does building an app for the cloud
change your architecture, application design, development and testing processes? We&#8217;ll look at all this and more.

Session #40 @ STUDIO 1/2 : Grokking Generics by Daniel Hinojosa
For those still grappling with Generics. This will be an attempt to clear the air about generics. What are wildcards? What is `extends`?
What is `super`?&#160; What is covariance? What is contravariance? What is invariance? What is erasure? Why and when do I need
this?

10:30 - 11:00 AM : MORNING BREAK

11:00 - 12:30 PM - Sessions

Session #41 @ SALON 1 : Spring Data: Data at REST by Craig Walls
In this example-driven presentation, we&apos;ll look at Spring Data REST, an extension to Spring Data that exposes your data
repositories as a RESTful API, complete with hypermedia links. We&apos;ll start with essential Spring Data REST, but then go beyond
the basics to see how to customize the resulting API to be more than just CRUD operations over HTTP.

Session #42 @ SALON 2 : Infrastructure-As-A-Code with Ansible by Raju Gandhi
An integral part to any DevOps effort involves automation. No longer do we wish to manage tens, hundreds or even thousands of
servers by hand, even if that were possible. What we need is a programmatic way to create and configure servers, be those for local
development, all the way to production. This is where tools like Ansible come into play. Ansible offers us a way to define what our server
configurations are to look like using plain-text, version-controlled configuration files. Not only does this help with avoiding &quot;snow-
flakes&quot;, but it promotes server configuration to participate in the SDLC, pulling server configuration closer to the developers.

Session #43 @ SALON 3 : Machine Learning: TensorFlow by Brian Sletten
This open source machine learning framework from Google has taken off. Come learn what you can do with it in your own organization.

Session #44 @ SALON 4 : Serverless by Chris Maki
I hope you&apos;ll join me on this exciting survey of Serverless Computing. When you think of Serverless you probably think of
Lambda&apos;s or Cloud Functions but there&apos;s so much more to the Serverless ecosystem. During this session will look at
Serverless Computing in all its various forms and discuss why you might want to use a Serverless architecture and how it compares to
other cloud services.

Session #45 @ STUDIO 1/2 : Offline First - The Progressive Web by Michael Carducci
The #1 fallacy of distributed computing is &quot;The Network is Reliable.&quot; Yet we still build web apps that 100% rely on a server
and a network connection. What if we could build web apps that work, regardless of connection state? The promise and capabilities of
Progressive Web Apps (PWAs) make this possible, and these capabilities are available today. This session doesn&apos;t focus on a
specific technology or backend technology; while those demonstrations are impressive, they are only useful for a handful of use-cases.
Instead we look at architecture patterns and techniques that can work with any framework, any backend, and virtually any app.

12:30 - 1:15 PM : LUNCH

1:15 - 2:15 PM : EXPERT PANEL DISCUSSION

2:15 - 3:45 PM - Sessions

Session #46 @ SALON 1 : Securing Spring: REST and OAuth2 by Craig Walls
In this session, we&apos;ll explore Spring Security and OAuth2, including building an OAuth2 authorization server, fronting an API with
a resource server, and verifying an OAuth2 access token&apos;s claims to ensure that the client is allowed to access the resource they
are asking for.

Session #47 @ SALON 2 : Ansible (best) practices by Raju Gandhi
Ansible, like Git, aims to be a simple tool. The benefit here is that the level of abstraction that Ansible offers is paper-thin, with
no complicated workflows, or opinions enforced by the tool itself. The downside is that without a prescribed approach to Ansible,
developing your playbooks often becomes a case of trial-and-error. As engineers steeped in the DevOps mindset we must be able to
use the tool effectively, allowing us to accelerate **and** shorten the lead time from development to production.
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Session #48 @ SALON 3 : WebAssembly by Brian Sletten
What happens if web applications got really fast?

Session #49 @ SALON 4 : Consumer Driven Contracts by Chris Maki
A real-world look at using Consumer Driven Contracts in practice. How to eliminate a test environment and how to build your services
with CDC as a key component.

Session #50 @ STUDIO 1/2 : 5 Essential SQL Skills Every Developer should know by Michael
Carducci
There&apos;s nothing new or exciting about relational databases. We abstract them away with ORMS, grudgingly write a query here or
there, but generally try to forget about them entirely. Then the performance and scalability problems begin. &quot;Shading, the secret
ingredient to the web-scale sauce&quot; often won&apos;t help us.

3:45 - 4:00 PM : BREAK

4:00 - 5:30 PM - Sessions

Session #51 @ SALON 1 : The Talking App: An introduction to developing Alexa skills by Craig Walls
The way we communicate with our applications is an ever-evolving experience. Punch cards gave way to keyboards. Typing on
keyboards was then supplemented by pointing and clicking with a mouse. And touch screens on our phones, tablets, and computers are
now a common means of communicating with applications. These all lack one thing, however: They aren&#8217;t natural. As humans,
we often communicate with each other through speech. If you were to walk up to another human and start tapping them, you&#8217;d
likely be tapped (or punched) in response. But when we talk to our applications, we communicate on the machine&#8217;s terms, with
keyboards, mice, and touch screens. Even though we may use these same devices to communicate with other humans, it&#8217;s
really the machine we are communicating with&#8212;&#8203;and those machines relay what we type, click, and tap to another human
using a similar device. Voice user-interfaces (Voice UIs) enable us to communicate with our application in a human way. They give our
applications the means to communicate to us on our terms, using voice. With a voice UI, we can converse with our applications in much
the same way we might talk with our friends. Voice UIs are truly the next logical step in the evolution of human-computer interaction.
And this evolutionary step is long overdue. For as long as most of us can remember, science fiction has promised us the ability to talk
to our computers. The robot from Lost in Space, the Enterprise computer on Star Trek, Iron Man&#8217;s Jarvis, and HAL 9000 (okay,
maybe a bad example) are just a few well-recognized examples of science fiction promising a future where humans and computers
would talk to each other. Our computers are far more powerful today than the writers of science fiction would have imagined. And the
tablet that Captain Picard used in his ready room on Star Trek: The Next Generation is now available with the iPad and other tablet
devices. But only recently have voice assistants such as Alexa and Google Assistant given us the talking computer promised to us by
science-fiction.

Session #52 @ SALON 2 : On being an effective developer by Raju Gandhi
As developers we not only operate in different contexts, but also often have these different contexts interplay as part of our work. Each
of the tools that we use &#8212; version control systems like Git (along with collaborative tools like Github/Gitlab), IDE&apos;s like
Eclipse/IntelliJ, build systems like Gradle, Ci/Cd tooling like Jenkins, IaaC tools like Ansible, the command line &#8212; all introduce
context. To be effective developers we need to know when to operate in a certain context, combine or tease apart how these contexts
interplay. Can you improve your release announcements if format your commit messages consistently? You bet! How should your build
tool interact with your version control system? What does naming your files have to do with how you use your IDE?

Session #53 @ SALON 3 : The Decentralized Web by Brian Sletten
While the Web itself has strong decentralized aspects to how it is used, the backend technologies are largely centralized. The naming
systems, the routing systems and the traffic that all points back to the same place for a website are all centralized technologies. This
creates both a liability as well as a control point. In order to break free of some of these limitations, new technologies are emerging to
provide a more decentralized approach to the Web.

Session #54 @ SALON 4 : Docker to the Rescue by Chris Maki
Docker has revolutionized how we build and deploy applications. While Docker has revolutionized production, it&apos;s also had a huge
impact on developer productivity. Anyone that&apos;s used Docker for an extensive period of time will tell you it&apos;s a blessing and
a curse. Yes, it&apos;s portable but networking and other characteristics of Docker can make the most chill developer long for plain old
Java. During this session we&apos;ll look at Docker&apos;s good points and how to tackle the difficult areas. The end goal - enable
anyone on your team to go from zero to productive in under 20 minutes.

Session #55 @ STUDIO 1/2 : VDD: Value Driven Development - 10 Golden Rules for incremental
Greatness by Michael Carducci
On the NFJS tour, there are questions that seem to come up again and again. One common example is &quot;How do we determine
which new tools and technologies we should focus our energy on learning?&quot; another is &quot;How do we stop management from
forcing us to cut corners on every release so we can create better and more maintainable code?&quot; which, after awhile becomes
&quot;How can we best convince management we need to rewrite the business application?&quot; There is a single meta-answer to all
these questions and many others.


